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Abstract: Smart and automated maintenance could make the system and its parts more sustainable
by extending their lifecycle, failure detection, smart control of the equipment, and precise detection
and reaction to unexpected circumstances. This article focuses on the analysis of data, particularly
on logs captured in several Czech tunnel systems. The objective of the analysis is to find useful
information in the logs for predicting upcoming situations, and furthermore, to check the possibilities
of predictive diagnostics and to design the process of predictive maintenance. The main goal of the
article is to summarize the possibilities of optimizing system maintenance that are based on data
analysis as well as expert analysis based on the experience with the equipment in the tunnel. The
results, findings, and conclusions could primarily be used in the tunnels; secondarily, these principles
could be applied in telematics and lead to the optimization and improvement of system sustainability.
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1. Introduction
Operation and maintenance are essential to ensure the proper function of technological
and technical systems, telematics, and tunnel systems as well. It is necessary to monitor,
track, and take control over the whole system, its partial components and to check if the
system is operable or not. The assessment of proper functioning of the system can be
determined by error detection together with checking that all components of the system are
working as expected. The process that involves a set of these detection methods is known
as diagnostics.
Two main approaches can be applied in diagnostics. The first approach is a direct
method, which consists of measuring the technical parameters of the components and
its comparison with the expected values. The changes of processes and parameters are
important during their measurement. Any animosity or instability can negatively affect
the system—the lifetime can be shortened, equipment malfunctions can appear more frequently, etc. Usually, there is a direct proportion between these parameters and conditions.
The second approach of error detection is the indirect method, which is based on
the parameter measurement and its comparison with historical data. The prediction of
damage or any negative impact on the system is based on the computing and estimation of
suspected conditions. The values measured in real time are compared with recalculated
values. Thus, it is possible to monitor the functional behavior of the system and its lifetime
characteristics [1–4]. The forecasting of failure can be used for the reinforcement learning
of neural networks, but their performance cannot be guaranteed, and it requires a large
amount of data to obtain plausible results [5,6].
The main goal of diagnostics is to collect all relevant data and information about the
system processes and evaluate these data in an appropriate way. By comparing historical
data, prescribed requirements, expected behavior, and real-time data measurements, it
is possible to determine the current state and actual conditions of the system and the
estimation of upcoming conditions can be carried out as the next step-expected trends
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Several publications focus on data-based maintenance, and others describe the general
inspection of the equipment and service of the tunnels by inspectors [16]. Predictive failure
detection has not been researched [21] in detail yet, especially in tunnels; however, several
articles describe how to use predictive maintenance for specific systems in mechanical
engineering, manufacturing processes, and other fields, for example, [22–26].
The main goal of this article is to assess the approaches and possibilities that could
be applied for tunnel systems in the future, in particular on the basis of data captured
in tunnels.
2. Material and Methods
This article is based on the data captured in specific tunnel systems in the Czech
Republic. These data contain several types of information; specifically, information about
alarms, warnings, traffic events, and timestamps as well as other specific notifications such
as the type or class of the record. Furthermore, the dataset and the logs have been analyzed
based on the expert’s unique know-how and knowledge of the tunnel systems.
The article and the research analysis leading to the improvement of the tunnel maintenance are based on several steps. Regarding the facts mentioned in the introductory
part, the research of tunnel maintenance, diagnostics methods, and approaches, how to
predict failures and detect the errors were analyzed. Furthermore, unique analyses over the
dataset captured in specific tunnels in Prague and its surroundings were performed. Some
outputs are described as well as suggestions of how to proceed and follow the performed
steps in the future, with the main goal to implement prediction and improve maintenance
and tunnel services by automated processes [3].
The data were collected during operation and during maintenance. Based on historical data and experience, these technologies have the most alarms and require regular
and extraordinary service interventions. To verify the functions, common statistical approaches were used to look for potential failures based on data frequency or increased
component group failures. Correlation and concurrency searches on the data helped to
decide on potential future use in predictive diagnostics, which could lead to the use of
statistical ARIMA models (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average) and an exponential
smoothing model [10,11]. Correspondingly, it was assessed whether to use seasonal and
nonseasonal model variants, as some factors, e.g., traffic intensity, are subject to seasonal
trends during the year and may affect the results. For the actual implementation of these
approaches, it is recommended to have sufficient quality data and historical time series
to perform a basic analysis and monitor activities and their strong relationships. If we
have enough data and correlations, we can use standard reliability methods based on the
investigation of fault trees such as FTA (Failure Tree Analysis) or the more appropriate
method FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) [25], that is used as a support method
for the safety evaluation of electronic systems [8] or use the neural network predictions or
fuzzy methodology. However, the condition is quality data from technological equipment,
including other information such as regular inspection once a year or in defined cycles [15]
with electronic outputs for subsequent mathematical processing. Many data for analysis
are unavailable or do not have a sufficient time series for processing [3], and thus only an
expert assessment and proposal of measures is possible [15].
The goal was to find the necessary important markers that could be interpreted and
to try to find correlations for the application of the above methods or approaches to fault
and risk analysis [8,25]. The basic steps of obtaining the necessary information and data
from specific devices and components of tunnel technology were followed. As some
data information is not sufficiently known and available in older tunnel technologies, the
applicability of suitable methods is limited [3,11]. Some data and information about the
device are not available, other data from inspections and revisions are only in text form,
and the quality of description does not allow to set the values of the probability of failure
directly. Therefore, expert and statistical approaches were used, including correlations, to
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Whereas the trend of alarm notifications is relatively stable, the notifications about
traffic events change over time in easily distinguishable periods. These periods correspond
to working days and weekends. The daily average usually ranged in the interval from 100
to 300 notifications per day. During the analyzed period, the number of notifications per
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day was sometimes out of the interval. This is probably caused by increased
or decreased
traffic volume in the Lochkov tunnel.
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Figure 6. Course of traffic reports in terms of their frequency per day [3].

The highest value in the group of traffic notifications was reported on November 8th,
2018 (Figure 7). An unusual situation was logged between 7am and 9am. During the two
hours, the number of notifications rapidly increased (several times higher than the normal
daily average).
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3.1.2. Traffic Events in the Tunnel

clear
from these traffic event notifications that only two traffic events are the
3.1.2. Traffic Events It
inisthe
Tunnel
most important in terms of duration. Both notifications are related to dangerous cargo in
It is clear from these traffic event notifications that only two traffic events are the
the tunnel without leaving it. The longest ongoing situation is “dangerous goods in the
most important in terms of duration. Both notifications are related to dangerous cargo in
right tunnel tube (RTT)” and same information about left tunnel tube (LTT) stands for the
the tunnel without leaving it. The longest ongoing situation is “dangerous goods in the
second longest notification. These two notifications took 90% of all notifications in terms of
right tunnel tube (RTT)” and same information about left tunnel tube (LTT) stands for the
duration time. The pie chart below represents this ratio (Figure 8).
second longest notification. These two notifications took 90% of all notifications in terms
The notification about the left tube is continuously generated and reset over time,
of duration time. The pie chart below represents this ratio (Figure 8).
while the notification about the right tube was generated firstly on November 21st, but
the duration time is much longer. This is caused by the methodology on how to count
the duration time. Duration time is calculated based on the difference between the record
and occurrence. Notice the progression of these notifications. The trend of notification
frequency is shown below
Figure 9 shows that the number of notifications related to the left tube of the tunnel
periodically repeats every week. The peak values are logged in correlation with the traffic
volume during the working days. All periods are similar. The decrease appears during the
weekends. These trends and correlations with traffic are clearer with this notification than
all traffic reports in the log from the tunnel system. (Figure 9).

Time duration of traffic event notifications ratio
Lochkov tunnel; November 2018
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Figure
9 shows that the number of notifications related to the left tube of the tunnel
3.1.3. Tunnels Comparison
periodically
repeats every week. The peak values are logged in correlation with the traffic
0
The data days.
from the
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volume during the working
AllStrahov
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the
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to
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The
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Date traffic are clearer with this notification
of
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was
based
on
the
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The
most
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and
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duration) notifications were selected. A list of the ten most important notifications related
Figure 9. Course of selected traffic reports in terms of their frequency per day [3].
to the specific report in the log, specific event or equipment was prepared for each specific
group: alarms, traffic or energetical events, and system notifications.
Figure 9 shows that the number of notifications related to the left tube of the tunnel
For example, the ten most important notifications about traffic events are listed in
periodically repeats every week. The peak values are logged in correlation with the traffic
Table 1 below. The figure shows the most frequent notifications from the Lochkov Tunnel
volume during the working days. All periods are similar. The decrease appears during
that were logged in November 2018.
the weekends. These trends and correlations with traffic are clearer with this notification
than all traffic reports in the log from the tunnel system.
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Table 1. Selected reports [3].
Analysis of Traffic Event Notifications in the Lochkov Tunnel—November 2018
10 Most Frequent Notifications
Notification Name

Number of Notifications

Total Time Duration

Averaged Time Duration

Dangerous goods–LTT (count: 0)

2603

156:44:38

0:03:37

Dangerous goods–RTT (count: 0)

656

367:47:22

0:33:38

Dangerous goods–LTT (without leaving)

405

1:07:39

0:00:10

Dangerous goods–RTT (without leaving)

217

0:36:10

0:00:10

OP5-K-KD50023: alarm monitoring

85

2:23:54

0:01:42

OP5-K-KD50003: alarm monitoring

42

1:18:05

0:01:52

OP5-K-KD50021: alarm monitoring

42

0:53:00

0:01:16

OP5-K-KD50003 lane 3 event detected:
slow moving vehicle

39

1:23:12

0:02:08

OP5-K-KD50022: alarm monitoring

34

1:06:22

0:01:57

OP5-K-KD50004: alarm monitoring

31

0:55:00

0:01:46

The most important notifications are listed for each group of notifications as well as
for each time interval by month. This list is used as a set of suspicious notifications for
comparison with other tunnels in the Czech Republic. Selected notifications were compared
with the Strahov tunnel, which is in the city center of Prague.
Similar to the Lochkov tunnel, the Mrázovka and the Strahov tunnels were evaluated
to find correlations between the reports and tunnel failures. Unfortunately, having a
half-year sample, it was not possible to find a similar fault report, which may be due to
different technology, the age of the technology and other influences resulting in equipment
failure such as humidity, the frequency of use of the equipment, service interventions, etc.,
larger samples of data, but also comparable technology in detail. Regarding the results of
individual tunnel failures, it seems that the differences vary significantly.
All the above-mentioned information proves the fact that there was no match found.
Every single notification is a specific one and related to a specific event or equipment in
the tunnel. This conclusion was not expected. Nevertheless, it shows that each tunnel
is unique, and the analysis of logs should be carried out separately. This also affects the
wholesale implementation of predictive diagnostics—at least in the field of statistical-based
diagnostics. The difference between notifications from other tunnels can be caused by
the fact that the information part of the notification contains not only a description of the
event or current state but also the code of the equipment, specific devices or location in
the tunnel.
3.2. Analytical Model
An analytical model was designed as part of the data analysis and its conclusion
was that each specific tunnel must be evaluated and diagnosed separately. It can be
implemented in an online environment and used in real-time as a solution for tunnel
operators and dispatchers. The model could be used for error detection, the prediction
of suspicious notifications, or to warn of upcoming danger situations. The dispatcher´s
knowledge can be used to detect relations between notifications. The model allows one to
analyze a specific period or specific notifications and their occurrence individually [3].
The same reference was used for the implementation of the model and for its analytical
methods as well. The analytical model consists of two user interfaces. The first interface
is shown in Figure 10. The list of the time period and notification classes is on the left.
The user chooses a specific time interval and notification type to be analyzed in the tunnel
system. The choice of time interval can be omitted in online use. For example, the time
interval may be fixed to last 60 min.

The user chooses a specific time interval and notification type to be analyzed in the tunnel
system. The choice of time interval can be omitted in online use. For example, the time
interval may be fixed to last 60 min.
Selected notifications are listed in detail, e.g., specific names, their frequency and the
duration. The same parameters are visualized by graphs that show the ratio of all
Sustainability 2021, time
13, 3977
listed notifications during the selected time interval (time interval is set up to 60 min) from
the archive data of alarms and devices.
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Figure 10. First part of model design (1st interface) [3].
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for both visualization
report content.
summary,
first part can determine
A qualified
user who has and
know-how
about theInsystem
and the
notifications
important notifications for a detailed analysis. The information from the first interface
can be supportive for both visualization and report content. In summary, the first part
of the model is used to check the actual conditions. It is also helpful to choose specific
notifications for further analysis in the following part of the model.
In the second interface (Figure 11), the user is supposed to make a choice of specific
notification(s) based on the notification list from the first part of the model. Afterwards,
these chosen notifications are graphically visualized. The first graph shows the frequency
of chosen notifications during the last month and the second one shows the trends of time
duration per day.
The screenshot of the second interface (Figure 11) presents an identification of a
specific event (communication failure with the device) that is generated multiple times
in a short time interval, respectively with the relatively short duration time. For example:
this selected event was repeated 10 days in a row and afterwards the same event is logged
only once but with a longer duration time. Such a long outage of communication could
very significantly affect the other equipment in the tunnel. By all accounts, this undesirable
condition could be predicted in advance and thus the operation of the tunnel could be
more sustainable.
In the case of a real implementation of the model, some additional features can be
added. For example, the possibility to mark a suspicious notification can be applied to
immediately inform the user about these notifications. This might make the process in the
first interface considerably faster and easier for the dispatchers.

of the model is used to check the actual conditions. It is also helpful to choose specific
notifications for further analysis in the following part of the model.
In the second interface (Figure 11), the user is supposed to make a choice of specific
notification(s) based on the notification list from the first part of the model. Afterwards,
Sustainability 2021, 13,these
3977 chosen notifications are graphically visualized. The first graph shows the frequency
of chosen notifications during the last month and the second one shows the trends of time
duration per day.
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Analysis
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theperformed
device) that
generated
multiple
times in and
a model design
An expertfailure
analysis
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data analysis
short time interval,
respectively
with
the
relatively
short
duration
time.
For
example:
this
proposal. The expert analysis was focused on specific failures and notifications that had
selected event was repeated 10 days in a row and afterwards the same event is logged
been logged before the incident. The purpose of the analysis was to investigate specific
only once but with a longer duration time. Such a long outage of communication could
events individually and to find the correlation or interfaces that might be affected by the
very significantly affect the other equipment in the tunnel. By all accounts, this undesiraevent or vice versa, the reason or the error source that impacted the particular system
ble condition could be predicted in advance and thus the operation of the tunnel could be
device and other equipment.
more sustainable.
The expert analysis was performed regarding the knowledge of the specific tunnel
In the case of a real implementation of the model, some additional features can be
equipment implemented in the tunnel, know-how of the system and its maintenance,
added. For example, the possibility to mark a suspicious notification can be applied to
taking into account the weather conditions during the analyzed time intervals, etc.
immediately inform the user about these notifications. This might make the process in the
It has been found that specific failures or errors on the devices have been detected
first interface considerably faster and easier for the dispatchers.
before, or communication errors have been detected on particular devices before the failure.
Subsequently, the device should be repaired, replaced, or at least maintained.
3.3. Expert Analysis
Within this expert analysis, only one case is shown and described as an example for
An expert analysis was performed in addition to the data analysis and model design
this contribution. This example (Table 2) is related to the variable message signs in the
proposal. The expert analysis was focused on specific failures and notifications that had
tunnel, specifically the LED diodes in this equipment.
been logged before the incident. The purpose of the analysis was to investigate specific
events individually and to find the correlation or interfaces that might be affected by the
Table 2. Analyzed variable message signs (VMS) failure [3,11].
event or vice versa, the reason or the error source that impacted the particular system
device and other equipment.
Analysis of Specific VMS Failure—December 2019
The expert analysis was performed regarding the knowledge of the specific tunnel
Notification Name
Timestamp (First Detection)
Timestamp (Last before the Failure)
equipment implemented in the tunnel, know-how of the system and its maintenance, takFAILURE: active
LED
symbolthe weather conditions
28.12.2019
12:52:06
X
ing into
account
during
the analyzed time intervals, etc.
Error in communication with equipment

23.12.2019 21:12:39

23.12.2019 21:12:39

Undervoltage of power supply—risk of
failure

14.12.2019 13:44:18

28.12.2019 12:33:11

Device cover is open

14.12.2019 1:01:48

28.12.2019 12:49:29

FAILURE: inactive LED symbol

13.12.2019 5:47:18

28.12.2019 12:51:26

Critical temperature reached—risk of
failure

12.12.2019 20:44:13

28.12.2019 12:48:21

Fault in control circuits—risk of failure

12.12.2019 6:01:03

28.12.2019 12:52:06
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The analysis showed that the state of the equipment changes over time. The failure of
the VMS (variable message signs) happened on December 28th. Nevertheless, some of the
errors or at least warnings were detected more than two weeks before the failure of the
same device. This fact clearly confirms that the failure of the equipment is avoidable in a
specific time interval and the impact on the final user (in this case, drivers see an unreadable
message on the VMS due to a fault in the active LED) might be eliminated completely.
The analysis showed that the detection of faults in control circuits or voltage and
temperature measurements could be the basis for error detection, but also it could be the
approach for the prediction of upcoming errors or failures before it happens.
3.4. Usability and Output from the Analysis
Several results and outputs were found from the previous part of the analysis. The
analysis was performed in three specific steps and each of them brought different findings
and outputs.
The first part focused on the data and captured logs that were evaluated and delivered
the following outputs:

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Each tunnel is specific, and the findings are not replicable on other tunnel systems
because of different equipment as well as the data structure.
The classification of notifications sometimes does not make sense and some classes
contain similar notifications.
The traffic event notifications and their frequency are highly related to the traffic flow.
No relations between traffic event notification and alarm notifications were observed;
the failures and errors are probably not influenced by traffic and the range of alarm
notifications is similar during the entire investigation.
Notification frequency and time duration of events, alarms or failures show some
differences; some correlations might probably be found.
The data analysis shows that smart maintenance should focus on every specific
equipment and the analysis should be performed individually in the first step, then
the big analysis could be applied after the knowledge about the system behavior that
has been gained.
If there is enough quality data, it is possible to use appropriate methods for the predictive diagnosis and determination of the life cycle of the selected device [3,10,11,25].

The second part was focused on the model proposal that could be used during the
dispatching activities. It could be the way to find and study the system behavior in real
time together with the knowledge of the actual state of the system. This part could also be
the way to observe the process and detect the failures by humans. These activities might
lead to the automation of the processes in the future.
The third and last part of the analysis was performed by the individual checking of
failures in the dataset. It was found that the captured logs contained strange behavior that
was detected before the error. It shows that the way to smart and predictive maintenance is
possible and probably this individual approach combined with smart dispatching could be
the first step. Then, the automation and cognitive functions could be used, and data-based
maintenance will be efficient. Moreover, the service and maintenance cost could decrease
in the future.
The results of all mentioned approaches can be subsequently processed by an automatic expert system, because due to the specifics of technology, equipment, and components in the tunnel, it is not appropriate to generate warnings without knowledge and the
expert setting of the local situation. The possible individual procedures and steps of the
described approaches can be illustrated in the fault analysis procedure (Figure 12) [11].

decrease in the future.
The results of all mentioned approaches can be subsequently processed by an automatic expert system, because due to the specifics of technology, equipment, and components in the tunnel, it is not appropriate to generate warnings without knowledge and the
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Figure 12. Failure analysis process
Figure[11].
12. Failure analysis process [11].
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Each device requires an individual approach and the investigation of possibilities of
how to detect the failures in advance, especially in the first trails. This individual approach
can be applied as a training dataset that could be verified during the system operation.
It is necessary to have a suitable historical database with reports from tunnels and
other telematics systems to ensure the quality of diagnostics with eventual usage for predictive maintenance and error detection. The knowledge about the lifetime characteristics
and required functions of the equipment is a prerequisite necessary for actual state determination. One of the important requirements is sufficient knowledge of the entire system
and its subsystems and other components which have specific relations.
Subsequently, suitable methods for data prediction, probabilistic and own models for
online use were considered. ARIMA models, neural networks, and Bayesian approaches
to data analysis seem to be the most progressive [10,26,27]. Additionally, using standard
reliability methods based on the investigation of fault trees or the more appropriate method,
FMEA [8,25], were considered.
The analysis faces some limitations. It is based only on the statistical methods and the
specific meaning of the notification is neglected. Some knowledge is required to ensure
the understanding of each notification and its information. For this purpose, the analytical
model was designed, and expert analysis was performed.
The proposed model allows one to make the analysis in time. The knowledge of notifications can be ensured by the dispatcher or administrator of the system. The combination
of both can provide a solution that helps to improve the approach of analysis and this
improvement can be the method of how to find relations between the notifications, specific
events, and occurring conditions. All the above-mentioned steps show the way to use
analytical methods for diagnostics and maintenance enhancement. These findings can
be replicated to other systems in ITS Smart City and Critical Infrastructure to eliminate
potential emergency risks [28].
After the implementation of diagnostic methods for use in predictive maintenance, it
is necessary to optimize the whole process and improve prediction. The system might be
supplemented by cognitive functions that automize the system, decrease the maintenance
cost and extend the life cycle of the equipment.
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Another recommendation is to set up a database with technical information about
each piece of equipment or device and add information about the device life and operation
cycle. It would be appropriate to have awareness about the equipment that should be
replaced. These processes will lead to system automation.
5. Conclusions
Predictive maintenance is one of the ways to make a step forward towards smart and
sustainable traffic systems. This article presents the results of the research on predictive
maintenance of technological devices in tunnel systems. Even though tunnel systems
are the subject of analysis for maintenance purposes, this analysis usually focuses on the
structural part instead of on the technological part. Currently, the technological part of
tunnel system is complex, which consists of many different devices and technologies. Some
of them are critical elements for tunnel safety. This is the reason to concentrate the research
on this topic. This investigation has shown that predictive maintenance for technological
devices in tunnel systems might bring benefits. On the contrary, it often deals with
insufficient or incompatible data from different tunnels. There are differences in technology
and in various approaches to the description of system failures, their frequency, and
duration. The data often lack accurate information and sufficient frequency for predictive
applications and tools.
This fact results in the conclusion that predictive maintenance should be a part of the
design of the tunnel system architecture in case of new tunnels. An interface using data
analysis and expert systems are introduced to support data analysis for existing tunnel
systems, e.g., a tunnel control system, data from revisions and inspections enabling the
identification of suspicious notifications and devices which need increased supervision.
The proposed approach including interfaces and potentials can be applied in new
methods as mentioned in the discussion above. Furthermore, technical standards [13–15]
for smart and sustainable traffic systems which are used in Czech Republic standards
might be modified based on this approach.
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